sustainable solutions:
CONTINUOUS FLIGHT AUGER (cfa) piling
CFA Piles can provide an economical piling solution depending on the site and ground conditions. They are ideally
suited to urban areas as they produce little noise or vibration during installation. The pile is adaptable to different
ground conditions and can be used for creating walls as well as bearing piles.
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Auger displacement system produces no spoil
Possible to reduce the diameter and length of the pile using EC7 and
innovative design
Using more cement replacement in pile concrete will improve pile
sustainability
Low noise and vibration to minimise disturbance in environmentally
sensitive areas
Geothermal loops within CFA piles can extract heat energy from the
ground to help heat or cool buildings
Auger Displacement System produces no spoil and so saves money on
disposal costs
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HOW TO IMPROVE RATING
 Using the Auger Displacement
System generates no spoil
 Reduce diameter and length
using EC7 and innovative design
 Using cement replacement in
the concrete
 Consider using Driven Precast
Piles or Ground Improvement
 Using certified ‘responsibly
sourced’ steel reinforcement
and concrete in piles
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Note: The above products have been scored on a rating system, developed by BBGE, that consder the following
items: Concrete; Steel; Transport; Equipment and Spoil. A BBGE Technical Paper ‘Sustainability in Foundations’ is
available on request.
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Did you know...
geothermal piles
Working on a site in East London, BBGE recently
installed CFA Geothermal Piles. The piles were fitted
with a twin, 20m long, sealed heating loop to draw
energy from the surrounding ground to heat and cool
the building above. Construction of CFA Geothermal
Piles is quick and effective.

	carbon calculator
The BBGE Carbon Calculator is the first of its kind in the
industry to calculate the carbon emissions from
prospective piling projects as part of the estimating
process, enabling the customer to select the most
energy-efficient piling solution.

design technologies
Our design experience and innovative solutions allow
us to reduce the length of our CFA piles in London Clay
by an average of 10%. Over-design often leads to
waste and at BBGE we actively promote early
contractor involvement to eliminate this waste.
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